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Abstract— The main objective of this paper is to give details
about the security problems related to IoT and ways to overcome it.
Almost everyone are accessing to internet daily. Most crucial data
are shared over internet among various persons. Things which are
connected to internet are known to be Internet of Things. Even
though Indians are facing the huge attack, they are the leading
internet users around the world. The main type of attacks are
Phishing, smart phone attacks etc. This the main reason for the
raise of internet security which is termed as cyber security. Setting
strong passwords, preventing illegal access using two factor
authentications are most common ways for preventing the things
from internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Now we are living in the 21ST century which is full of
developing technologies with lots of production and few
security issues. So, everyone must be safe and secure to
survive this technology world [1]. Cyber security is used to
protect the smart devices, the computer privacy and other
digital systems in this world of digital environment. In this
last two decades the risk in security has been increased
rapidly. The Internet is been connected with all devices in this
world [2]. Computers are providing the common platform to
everyone in digital environment for accessing the devices
connected to the internet. The resources are equal for
everyone so that it means that terrorists are also has same
technology, so that they can harm us. In this world, internet is
connected with almost young age to old aged people. If there
is no internet, no man can live in this world. Technology has
developed rapidly in these past decades, it has more
advantages [1] at the same time it has disadvantages such as
online frauds. This paper will gives you the detailed view of
cyber security.
II NEED OF CYBER SECURITY
Cyber security is needed for every individual person to
browse their needs and protect us from online frauds. A

person anyone can’t live without internet because everyone
fall under technology world and social media. Everyone use
internet to top their needs for example, student may browse to
obtain study material. So everyone need is different but they
are in common internet platform [3]. There is risk of
cybercrime to steal the data without the knowledge of the
person; everyone needs a security in this platform. For this
government has also undergone the threat in the internet but
they can’t able to manage it because less security in sever
maintenance in government sector. So everyone needs
security in this digital world.
In this world of advanced [7] technology, online stealing
can be done easily so that the privacy is important to secure
data and their safe browsing needs they need. Everyone needs
security to safe their data.
III ANALYSIS OF INTERNET USERS
In India there are about 483 million of internet users before
3 years .India provides 1.5GB mobile data at a cost of 0.28$.
India emerged as the second largest online market around the
world [9]. The mobile phone users are the maximum users of
internet.

Fig 1. Analysis of internet users
They take merits of fewer alternatives to luxurious landline
connections that require PCs and infrastructure. By 2016,
India has 325.60 million mobile internet users and forecasts
calculate approximately as 490.7 million Indian mobile
internet users by 2022.
IV. CYBERCRIMES
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More advanced tools are used to overcome the privacy of
user by cybercriminals and obtaining the required results. 2
billion data records have been compromised by the year of
2017 [10], more over additional 4.5 billion records were
breach in the first half of 2018 alone. The rising trends and
the security issues are listed
below.
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V. IoT THREATS & RESULTS





Artificial Intelligence
Cloud Technology
Machine Learning
Internet Of Things (IOT) etc.,

Fig 2. No of internet users in India from 2015 - 2023
Advanced phishing kits
For every four seconds a four different type of malware
samples has been developed and the speed is the main reason
for the success of phishing, as most phishing sites stay almost
about four[8] to five hours online. 17% of phishing attack has
been reported by the user, and it is considered as a low-risk
activity type. And at last, only 63% of all URLs can be
considered as trustworthy. This puts a pull on the consumer
and the enterprise with an online company. By 2020 there
will be more advanced phishing attacks, due to availability of
large number of new phishing kits on the dark web[4].

Fig 3. Smart phone Attacks.
A Internet of Things
Internet of things (IoT) is integrated with combination of
mechanical and digital machines [1]. computer systems.
Objects and people are referred as unique identifiers. They
are capable of transferring over network without human to
computer interaction and human to human interaction. IOT is
worked on the basis of network connectivity and web based
technology [7].

Remote access attacks
Remote attacks are growing in number, and also becoming
more and more complicated. Crypto jacking is the main types
of remote access attack in 2018.This targets the owners of
crypto currencies [2]. Perimeter devices have threatened is
another type of attack. According to many reports of the
intelligence available database, the attacks which are
accessed from remote access are the most usual attack vectors
in a internal connected home network. Crackers target smart
phones, network attached storage device, cameras connected
with internet and personal computers. These tools should
have open ports and forwarded to internet which is external
of the networks.
Attacks via smart phones
The attacks to the mobile phones are common nowadays.
The mobile phones are the cause to insecure browsing leads
to malware, phishing and spear [1]. Mobile phones are
mainly skilled with platform are leads to online frauds about
70%. The main lead to mobile threats is only through mobile
apps and web browsers. Usually the mobile users had done
their mobile operations from their home network for financial
and highly sensitive data. As most of them use their mobile
phones to do their monetary transactions or wish to hold
sensitive data trusting the security of their home network [4],
this becomes a high up threat.
The fact is that most of the users hold most of their
information on their phone, The two-step authentication is
recently enabled to avoid frauds. It is one among the most
usual methods to cyber security tools –but it also increases
the risk suppose the device is stolen or lost.
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B Secure Integration
• Smart cities
• Smart Home applications
• Agriculture
• Industrial Automation
• Health care
Main reason for need of security is to prevent the data from
illegal access of online fraud and to data corruption in IOT
applications. Due to increase of mobile applications more
than computers and laptops everyone are in the world of
technology [9]. world to explore something new and
gathering technology in fraction of second, so in this world
only 30-40% of people know and securing their devices
before any malware attack or any other cybercrime activities.
Everyone must be give an alert or security breaching to them,
in IOT is based on network and mobile devices in this world.
Security is the main issue in IOT connecting devices in
which to avoid online fraud or hackers. In which IOT has
played a vital role in the digital world in each applications. IF
the multiple device or connected together one system is
hacked by someone then the whole security network can be
access easily. Some are the issues,
Network is main part of IOT to handle the connected
devices with in the smart activities. So network is been
important to store data in cloud and the access the IOT.
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That main thing is that IOT network is wireless and being
challenging to handle the online frauds and some
protocols. We must be secure by using the strong password to
connect to our network.
C Device Authentication
To access the device, network that connected to the
devices must secure using the authentication. In that way we
can use two step authentications [6], it is authorized to
transfer the data of IOT devices access. The authentication
may contain user name and passwords and the biometric to
access data which is to Connect IOT.The access of each
device using the only mobile application to connected IOT
devices for the quick access. That mobile application must be
safe and secure it needs to prevent from any malware attack
to hack that mobile application to access the devices. The
application must give an update and common bug must be
fixed and patches or some other lope wholes must handle and
fix the problems of the application.Due to the unknown
application there is high risk of getting attack of the malware
in the connected devices. It may make improper function of
IOT connected devices. So we must be safe and secure our
devices and by the knowledgeable application to given
permissions on[10] your devices. Malware may use your
devices and access to get hardware access to network
database in wireless IOT.

Fig 4. History of Internet of Things
We must monitor all these types of some issues on IOT to
have safe and secure the IOT connected to the devices and the
network database and securing the password IOT wireless.
D Solution to IoT security
Fig 5: Total Malware infection growth rate (in
millions).
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It is important that we have to use strong authentication
such as passwords and some biometric lock[9] to access of
data in the IOT. Because it has wireless network so that we
can safe and secure the data.
It is very important in every place where IoT connected
devices. By using the password need of secure and strong
password to have prevented it from online fraud.
Applications to access the IoT connected devices must be
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regularly updated and monitor the accessing devices that is
secured or not. Once there is any mistake or bug it must be
updated.
VI. CONCULSION
Internet of Things (IoT) is the concept in which the near
world of technology is connected to the real things of world.
IoT makes us more comfortable by providing remote access
to the things in the real world at same time it leads to a lot of
security problems. This paper gives the various security
issues and the mechanisms to overcome it. Everything is
invented to make us more comfortable it is now in our hand to
handle it safely..
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